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• Doctrine of res judicata preventing 
a litigant from pursuing their claim 
in the civil jurisdiction after 
bringing a claim in the ET

• ET v civil jurisdiction: Advantages 
and disadvantages



The problem

 C brings claim for discrimination in the ET

 Claim is concluded

 By compromise

 By withdrawal

 By adjudication

 Seeks to bring a claim for PI arising out of the same or similar facts in 

the High Ct/County Ct

 In what circumstances will he/she be prevented from doing so?
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Henderson v Henderson

 Type of estoppel

 Not cause of action or issue estoppel

 Instead a party is prevent from litigating a point in subsequent proceedings 
which was not litigated in earlier proceedings but could have been

 The public interest justification is the same for all types of estoppel

 There should be finality in litigation

 A party should not be “twice vexed” in the same matter
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Johnson v Gore Wood [2002, HL]

 Bringing a claim may without more amount to abuse of process if it 
should have been raised in earlier proceedings

 Whether the rule in Henderson applies requires a broad merits-based 
judgment 

 No hard and fast rule

 In all the circumstances is a party’s conduct an abuse? 
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Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd v Zodiac Seats UK 
Ltd [2014, SC]
 Further litigation will be barred if points are raised in subsequent 

proceedings if:

 “they could with reasonable diligence and should in all the circumstances 
have been raised”
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Sheriff v Klyne Tugs (Lowestoft) Ltd [1999, 
CA]
 Race discrimination claim in the ET

 Compromised

 PI claim for psychiatric injury brought in the CC

 Struck out as abuse of process

 Could have brought a PI claim in the ET but did not do so
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Nayif v High Commission of Brunei [2014, CA]

 Dismissal of ET claim solely on grounds lodged out of time

 No actual adjudication of the relevant issue

 A less strict approach in line with Johnson v Gore Wood
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Cases after Virgin Atlantic

 Manda v UBS AG [2016, CC]

 Disability discrimination claim struck out and race discrimination claim 
dismissed upon withdrawal part way through case

 PI claim in CC on the same facts

 HHJ Hand QC:

 Pre Virgin Atlantic authority of little relevance

 An attempt to re-litigate what had been struck out or dismissed by 
consent 
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Cases after Virgin Atlantic

 Srivatsa v Secretary of State for Health & anor [2018, CA]

 ET proceedings withdrawn

 No intention to abandon the claim

 High Ct claim has already been issued

 Simply discontinuing the claims in the forum in which they had been brought

 Allowed to proceed
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Cases after Virgin Atlantic

 Akay v Newcastle University [2020, HC]

 ET claims for harassment and unfair dismissal; did not include PI claim

 Harassment claim struck out

 Unfair dismissal claim compromised – on basis able to pursue PI claim

 HC held that a broad merits-based judgment had been applied

 The effect of the compromise agreement was only that C was not prevented 
from pursuing the claim; there was no agreement that the claim was not an 
abuse of process
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Practice points

 If compromising the ET claim, any agreement must be drafted to clearly 
exclude a PI claim from the scope of the compromise

 If proceeding with a discrimination claim to trial, vital that any PI claim 
is included within the scope of the action 
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ET v civil jurisdiction: 
Advantages and disadvantages

 Limitation

 Statutory cap

 Threshold

 Apportionment

 Costs and court fees
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Limitation

 The limitation period is perhaps the most obvious contrast between actions in
the ET and in the civil courts.

 The limitation period in the ET is a draconian 3 months for most claims.

 In the ordinary courts it is 3 years (potentially extendable under s.33), and for
claims under the 1997 Act (even if they encompass a PI claim) it is 6 years (non-
extendable).

 It is therefore necessary to act very quickly in either issuing proceedings or
referring the case to employment lawyers.
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Statutory cap

 The statutory cap does not apply to ET discrimination cases.

 Further, in discrimination cases the ET can make an award for injury to feelings
alone, which can be reasonably substantial. In the civil courts the employee
must establish that they have suffered a recognised psychiatric condition.
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Threshold

 In certain claims, the relevant threshold for establishing the allegation will be a key
factor in determining whether to bring the claim in the ET or civil courts.

 In claims for harassment, if alleged harassment can in any way be connected to a
protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010, then it is generally advisable to
bring the claim in the ET.

 It is likely (albeit that it has not been conclusively determined) that the threshold for
establishing harassment is lower in the ET than under the Protection from
Harassment Act 1997.

 The individual simply has to show that the unwanted conduct either has the purpose
or effect of violating the his/her dignity, or creating an intimidating or
hostile/offensive environment for him/her.
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Apportionment 

 The position on apportionment was reconciled by the Court of Appeal in
BAE Systems (Operations) Ltd v Konczak.

 There is a commonality of approach on this point between the civil courts
and the ET.

 The following factors are therefore relevant when considering the
advantages of bringing a claim in one forum or the other:

Medical issues are not always front and centre in an ET claim e.g. there is
no requirement to produce a medical report setting out an opinion on
condition and diagnosis.
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Apportionment 

As costs are usually not recoverable in the ET instructing a medical expert is a
burden on the parties and will often be pushed back until after the
determination of liability.

ET judges’ experience of forensically analysing complex medical records/other
such evidence.
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Costs and court fees

 The costs regime in the civil courts with which everyone will be well-acquainted 
is much more complex than that in the employment tribunal. 

 In the ET an award of costs is the exception rather than the rule.

 An ET will only make an award for costs in specific circumstances and these are 
set out within the  Employment Tribunals (Constitution and Rules of 
Procedure) Regulations 2013.
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Costs and court fees

 Circumstances in which the ET will make an award include: 

(a) where a party or their representative has acted vexatiously, abusively, 
disruptively or otherwise unreasonably in either the bringing of the 
proceedings (or part) or the way that the proceedings (or part) have been 
conducted; or

(b) any claim or response had no reasonable prospect of success.

 Careful consideration should be given to the type, value and the strength of any 
claim before a decision it taken about which forum to pursue it in.

 There are no fees payable for brining claims in the ET. 
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